
Gentlemen of Ireland, 1858

1855 CLUB, FOR ALL PAST 
INTERNATIONAL PLAYERS

1855 Club’ is being launched to celebrate 
and create a community network of the 
men and women who have represented 
Ireland in cricket.
There are approximately 200 men and 100 women 
eligible to become members of this exclusive club, 
which will hold network events organised by Cricket 
Ireland and the Irish Cricketers’ Association.

 OVERVIEW 

 ABOUT THE 1855 CLUB 
As part of the launch event, former players will be presented  

with a bespoke ceremonial honours cap with their individual 

player number and name embroidered. These players have 

helped Irish cricket to achieve Test Cricket and ICC full 

membership, and as part of that journey, a film has been 

produced called ‘The Green Mile – Ireland’s Journey to Test 

Cricket’. This film will be shown publicly for the first time at 

the launch event. The film will then be used as part of new 

International players’ induction process. 

Each player will be presented with a presentation box with 

sponsor logo and personal Ireland cap number with a personal 

letter and the cap inside. We shall invite key former players to 

present caps to their contemporaries including England captain 

Eoin Morgan and former Australian captain Steve Waugh.

The objective of the ‘1855 Club’ is to connect former players from 

all over Ireland and around the world together with one common 

theme – they have all represented their country in cricket.  

The powerful value of connecting with these alumni is that  

many of them run businesses and work in industries which could 

help develop our current and future international cricketers. 

They could provide education, work experience and even future 

jobs for professional players after their cricket career ends. 

There is also a great community of Irish cricket lovers out there 

who could benefit greatly from a more formal networking to 

help their own business interests. Over time, the Alumni could 

help raise much needed funding for the player’s education, 

development and welfare. It is proposed that Alumni would meet 

at International matches in Ireland and UK, at business events  

and including fundraising golf days and dinners.
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SPONSORSHIP 
Cricket Ireland are seeking €30,000 per annum  
to sponsor the 1885 Club in 2020, which will include  
the launch cap presentation ceremony and a viewing 
of the cricket documentary, ‘the Green Mile’.
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Ireland’s Test Team, Lord’s 2019 Ireland Women’s T20I Team 2019

 SPONSORSHIP ENTITLEMENTS
• Designation of Official Sponsor of 1855 Club

• Official Sponsor of CI 1855launch event 

• Sponsor branding on all player alumni communications

• Sponsorship (top and tail graphics) of The Green Mile Film 

• Access to Player Alumni at future networking events 

• Sponsorship of CI Hall of Fame award for ex-players  

at the Annual CI Awards

• Sponsorship of networking event in UK in September 

2020 ahead of the Ireland V England ODI series in the UK  

(3 matches – London, Birmingham and Nottingham)

• CSR benefits to demonstrate support for the future 

development of Irish Cricket and recognition of the 

contribution made by players past and present.


